Struggling to Make Connections In a Fully Virtual World?

We Have the Solution for You!

Upgrade Your Partnership for More Meaningful Connection!

*Solutions Newsletter* is meant to be a resource for you to solve identified problems and to stimulate strategic thinking about what is possible in a work environment severely impacted by the worldwide pandemic.

Also debuting is a new tool called *Solutions Center*, a full Online Buyers Guide of businesses by topic who do business with providers of long term care, housing and services for aging and other special needs populations.

What solutions are you seeking? What questions are on the table as you seek to find the way forward from this pandemic? Let us find the resources and share so that all members can take advantage of questions and answers.

GET IN TOUCH:

- jcolafemina@leadingagency.org
- 518.867.8383 ext. 133
- https://www.lanysolutions.com